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small e, d while the energy which resides in the stretched ridge8 is
U s  Eb e7=3 2D=h1=3 , so that U s =U b < 0:05 for typical experimental
parameters. These results indicate that in the early stages of
crumpling, when large deformations of a few conical dislocations
are much more likely to occur, bending dominates stretching.
Finally, by continuing the computation of the F 2 e curve beyond
the experimentally accessible parameters, we see the appearance of a
snap-through instability similar to that for a single dislocation.
A series of such events (that is, geometric softeningÐdynamic
snap-throughÐlocal topological stiffening) provides us with a
microscopic mechanism for the crumpling of a large thin elastic
sheet. As the sheet is deformed by a force, it forms a developable
cone that deforms, softens and eventually becomes dynamically
unstable, and an acoustic pulse is emitted when the sheet pops into a
folded con®guration. This stiffens the sheet locally, but soon new
developable cones (and stretched ridges which connect them) begin
to form. Ridges may buckle in two ways. (1) In the plane of the ridge
by forming a developable cone about which the ridge pivots and
folds, locally leading to roughly the same scenario as that for a single
conical dislocation, or (2) in a direction perpendicular to the ridge
by forming two dislocations that move apart along a new ridge
about which the original ridge folds, as seen during the bending of a
drinking straw. A cascade of these instabilities on ever-decreasing
length scales leads to the formation of new conical dislocations as
the sheet crumples, and the energy of deformation is pumped down
to smaller and smaller scales. As the size of these folds becomes
smaller, the incremental deformation is concomitantly less, and a
cross-over to the regime where stretching and bending deformations are of the same order is likely8. However any analysis of this
stage in crumpling must also account for inelastic deformations. On
length scales much larger than the thickness but much smaller than
the length or breadth of the sheet, these dynamical snap-throughs
constitute a self-similar cascade and are accompanied by acoustic
emissions. While preliminary experiments17,18 are suggestive of
power-law behaviour for the statistics of these sounds, they
remain incompletely quanti®ed: much work remains to be done
in this area.
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A striking feature of metal oxide chemistry is the unusual
electronic and chemical behaviour of Cu(I) and Ag(I): a case in
point is that detailed understanding of Cu±O bonding is essential
to the theory of high-temperature copper oxide superconductors.
Both cations are usually coordinated in a linear fashion to two
oxygens, particularly for Cu(I). In many compounds, the Cu(I) and
Ag(I) cations also adopt close-packed (and related) con®gurations
with short metal±metal distances that are strongly suggestive of
the occurrence of metal±metal bonding1,2 despite their formal
nd10 con®guration. Such observations have been explained3,4 by
invoking the participation in bonding of electronic orbitals of
higher principal quantum numberÐthat is, n  1s and
n  1pÐaccompanied by the creation of d-orbital holes on
the metal ion. To test this hypothesis, we have used a recently
developed method of quantitative convergent-beam electron
diffraction5 combined with X-ray diffraction to map the chargedensity distribution in the simple oxide Cu2O, the results of which
we then compare with electronic-structure calculations. We are
able to image directly the d holes on the copper atoms, and also
demonstrate the existence of Cu±Cu bonding in this compound.

Cu2O has a cubic structure with no free internal parameters (only
Ag2O is isostructural). The copper atoms are at the points of a facecentred-cubic lattice, with oxygen atoms in tetrahedral sites at
positions (1/4,1/4,1/4) and (3/4,3/4,3/4) of the cubic cell. The
resulting arrangement of Cu±O links is made up of two interpenetrating networks (Fig. 1). The simplest description of Cu2O using an
ionic model with closed-shell (spherical) Cu+ and O2- ions is known
to be inadequate. Not only does it fail to explain the observed linear
2-coordination of Cu but also it is not in accord with the observation that the two sublattices repel each other electrostatically, so
that to account for their interpenetration some short-range Cu±Cu
attractive interaction must be invoked6. We note that the closest
approach of atoms of the two networks is a Cu±Cu distance of
3.02 AÊ Ðthe shortest O±O distances are 3.70 AÊ.
Considerable progress has been made in mapping the charge
density of light-element molecular crystals by X-ray diffraction7,
especially using a synchrotron source8. The extension of this method
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Figure 1 The structure of Cu2O. Left, as a ball and stick model with O atoms blue, Cu
atoms red and bonds green. One network is coloured darker than the other. Note that
there are no bonds joining the two nets. Right, as corner-connected OCu4 tetrahedra. Dark
and light tetrahedra are on independent networks. In both sketches, dotted white lines
outline a unit cell.
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to inorganic solids of interest to material science is complicated by
the X-ray extinction effect, which masks the much smaller bonding
effect at low scattering angles, especially for heavy elements9. The
electron-diffraction method used here allows the extinction-free
measurement of low-order crystal structure factors, which are most
sensitive to valence electrons. Following an earlier suggestion10, we
combine these structure factors with X-ray diffraction results for
weak and high-order re¯ections. Electron diffraction was also used

Figure 2 An example of electron diffraction structure factor measurement for Cu2O (200)
and (400). a, Experimentally recorded and processed CBED pattern; b, best ®t for points
along lines indicated in a, displayed sequentially along the x-axis and with the recorded
intensity on the y-axis in counts. The experiment was performed using an LEO-912 Q
energy-®ltering electron microscope with a Gatan liquid-nitrogen-cooled sample holder.
The specimen used is a natural Cu2O (cuprite) cooled to ,130 K. A 15-eV energy-®ltering
slit was placed around the zero-loss peak to remove the contribution from inelastically
scattered electrons, which form a background due to plasmon and other loss processes.
Off-zone-axis systematic diffraction conditions were used to collect diffraction intensities
for re¯ections up to (400). The CBED patterns were recorded on both a slow-scan CCD
camera and on Fuji imaging plates, which were then processed for ®tting5. The re®nement
was carried out using the EXTAL program5.

to assess the error due to extinction in X-ray diffraction data, and
to replace strongly affected re¯ections with electron-diffraction
data. The result clearly shows that ambiguities in previous X-ray
studies11,12 of the charge density of Cu2O (cuprite) are due to large
extinction effects on the strong low-order re¯ections.
Accurate measurements of the low-order structure factors were
made with a versatile, quantitative, convergent-beam electron
diffraction (CBED) technique5 that we have developed recently.
The method takes advantage of the small probe (of nanometre
dimensions) available in our electron microscope. Using this probe,
one can almost always ®nd a region of perfect crystals, for which the
perfect-crystal theory of dynamical diffraction can be applied. The
measurements are made by comparing experimental intensity
pro®les across CBED disks (rocking curves) with calculations,
using a goodness of ®t (GOF) criterion, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
The intensity is calculated using the Bloch wave method, with
structure factors, absorption coef®cients, the beam direction and
thickness treated as re®nable parameters. Structure factors for the
(531) and higher-order re¯ections out to (14,4,2) were taken from
X-ray measurements11. Weak (odd, even) and very weak (even, even,
odd) re¯ectionsÐexcept (110)Ðwere also taken from X-ray work.
Multipole re®nement7,13 provides the most ef®cient parametrization of real space charge density, and gives a result which is
insensitive to the missing re¯ections in the collected data set11. In
this method, the crystal charge density is ®tted by a sum of nonspherical pseudo-atomic densities. These consist of a sphericalatom (or ion) charge density obtained from multi-con®guration
Dirac-Fock calculations14 with variable orbital occupation factors to
allow for charge transfer, and a small non-spherical part in which
local symmetry-adapted spherical harmonic functions were used. In
addition, atomic vibrations were accounted for using the Charlier±
Gram expansion7 for the temperature factor; as the electron and
X-ray measurements were done at different temperatures, the
combined re®nement used the almost linear dependence of temperature factors between 100 and 300 K (ref. 12). Re®nements with,
and without, anharmonic terms in the temperature factor clearly
show the importance of an anharmonic term for Cu, especially for
high-order re¯ections with s  sin v=l . 1:0 AÊ 2 1 . In either case the
charge transfer from Cu to O re®ned to 1.01(5); that is, Cu+ and O2-.
Compared to previous results11,12, we obtain much better estimates for the non-spherical distortion of O and Cu. This improvement is due to the absence of extinction effects in our electrondiffraction measurements. X-ray diffraction has a particularly
strong extinction effect for strong re¯ections with small s values.
For example, for Cu2O(200), the X-ray structure factor F X < 78:8
electrons per cell, and the measured value by X-ray diffraction is

Figure 3 The experimental and theoretical difference maps between the static crystal
charge density and superimposed spherical O2- and Cu+ ions. a, A three-dimensional
rendering of the experimental difference map from the multipole model ®tting with
anharmonic temperature factors. The map was made using the T3D program (Fortner
Research, USA) using a colour scheme of blue (Dr , 0), white (Dr  0) and red

(Dr . 0). A translucency factor was used to remove the mostly white background.
b, Contour map of the difference charge density in a (110) plane with a contour increment
of 0.2 electrons per AÊ2 and coloured using the same colour scheme as in a. The dashed
line is for contours with Dr < 0. c, The difference charge density map obtained from the
FLAPW (LDA) calculations, plotted in the same way as b.
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about 90% of the actual value, with a difference of ,7.9 electrons
per cell. For this re¯ection, the difference between the ionic and the
neutral-atom models is about 0.07 electrons per cell. To detect this
very small difference, the extinction correction used has to have
better than 1% accuracy. By comparison, the electron-diffraction
measurement has an accuracy of 0.04 electrons per cell. The electron
measurements allow us to evaluate the extinction effect in the X-ray
data and exclude those with a large extinction factor.
The large non-spherical contributions in the multipole ®tting
point to an appropriate description of the charge density in terms of
distorted ions; the effect of covalent bonding interactions (that
is, interactions other than the electrostatic between spherical ions)
can be seen by comparing the `measured' (multipole re®nement)
electron density with that resulting from a model consisting of
superposition of spherical ions. In Fig. 3a we show a threedimensional plot of the difference between the static crystal charge
density (obtained from the multipole ®tting to experiment) and the
superimposed charge density of spherical O2- and Cu+ ions
calculated by the multi-con®guration Dirac±Fock method. The
charge density of the O2- ion was calculated using a Watson sphere
of 1.2 AÊ radius; this is the value that gives the best ®t to experiment
within the limitation of a spherical ion model. Figure 3b shows a
contour map of the difference charge density for the (110) plane;
this was synthesized by introducing random noise to the Fourier
coef®cients for each pixel, to illustrate the uncertainty in the
mapped charge density. The noise introduced re¯ects the uncertainty in the estimated multipole parameters. For comparison, in
Fig. 3c, we also plot the theoretical difference charge density map
obtained from the full potential linearized augmented plane wave
(FLAPW) method, using the local density approximation (LDA) for
exchange and correlation and the WIEN95 program15 (this is an
updated version of the program in ref. 16). This calculation
improves on the previous calculation17 using the muf®n-tin potential approximation. For the theoretical map, the charge densities of
O2- and Cu+ (3d10) ions were calculated using the same LDA as the
FLAPW calculation.
The electron density difference shown in Fig. 3a would be zero
everywhere if cuprite were purely ionic (that is, if it consisted of
spherical ions). The difference, here seen unambiguously for the
®rst time (to our knowledge), con®rms earlier theoretical speculation1±4 that a covalent contribution exists. The correspondence
between our experimental map and the classical diagrams of d2z
orbitals sketched in textbooks is striking. All our difference maps
show strong non-spherical charge distortion around the copper
atoms, with the characteristic shape of d orbitals, and excess charge
in the interstitial region. There is little variation around oxygen in
both the experimental and the theoretical results, which suggests
that an O2- anion description is valid. The most signi®cant
difference between experiment and theory is around Cu, and the
charge in the interstitial region. The charge modi®cation around Cu
in the experiment is broader and larger than the theory. The
experimental map also shows a large (,0.2 electrons per AÊ3)
positive peak in the unoccupied tetrahedral interstitial region of
the four neighbouring Cu atoms, which suggests a strong Cu+ ±Cu+
covalent bonding. For comparison, the Si±Si covalent bond peak is
about 0.21 electrons per AÊ3 (ref. 18). We note that these differences
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Figure 4 Comparison between experimental and theoretical structure factors (F ). The
structure factor shown is the difference between the crystal and the neutral atoms model.
The error bar of ®rst re¯ection is smaller than the circle.

between experiment and theory are experimentally signi®cant. In
Fig. 4, we compare experimental and theoretical structure factors.
The experiment structure factor clearly shows a large deviation from
that of superimposed neutral atoms. The difference between theory
and experiment is generally larger than the experimental error.
The non-spherical charge density around Cu+ can be interpreted
as being due to the hybridization of d electrons with higher-energy
unoccupied s and p states3,4,17. Among these states, hybridization is
only allowed for d2z and 4s by symmetry, and when this happens part
of the d2z state becomes unoccupied (a d-orbital hole). These states
are responsible for the spatial distribution of the de®ciency in the
map shown in Fig. 3a. The complementary empty states are important for spectroscopies which probe empty states, such as electron
energy-loss spectroscopy and X-ray absorption spectroscopy19. The
experimental studies reveal that the unoccupied states are predominately Cu-d character for the Cu L2,3 edge; theory shows that
they originate from hybridized d2z orbitals. This theoretical interpretation, based on the calculated partial density of states of the
one-electron band structure, is supported by the generally good
agreement with experimental spectroscopy of both occupied and
unoccupied states19. From the characteristic and localized distortion
around Cu, we can estimate the population of the outer valence
shells from the multipole model coef®cients7,11. From the data in
Table 1, we estimate the hybridization coef®cient, |x|, between d2z
and 4s to be 0.36, so that about 0.22 electrons per atom are removed
from d2z states. This is in good agreement with the calculated density
of states, which gives a similar number for x.
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In the multipole model, crystal charge density is a sum of aspherical `atoms'6: ra r  rs r  Slm Plm6 Nlm6 Rl rylm6 vf. Here rs is the spherical charge with rsCu  rsCu  1 2 q rsCu 2 rsCu , and
rsO  rsO  q rsO2 2 2 rsO  with q as the charge transfer from Cu to O; Rl r  rnl exp 2 ar (n3  3; n4  4) is the radial function with population coef®cient Plm6; Nlm6 is the density-normalization coef®cient.
Numbers in parentheses are estimated standard deviations.
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potential surfaces belonging to different electronic states. This
mixing of vibrational and electronic motions in excited molecules
can in principle be inferred from both frequency-resolved and timeresolved optical spectroscopies. Time-resolved experiments may be
generally understood as preparing an excited state with a pump
pulse and then, as a function of time, projecting it with a probe pulse
onto a ®nal state which acts as a template9±17. Ideally, the ®nal state
should be well characterized. Photoionization detection has several
conceptual and practical advantages10. The ion state may be well
characterized by independent methods such as high resolution
photoelectron spectroscopy and ab initio computation. Photoelectron detection has the additional advantage that the signal may be
dispersed with respect to kinetic energy and angular distribution.
Photoelectron spectroscopy has, compared with optical spectroscopies, fairly relaxed selection rules: any molecular state can be
ionized (no `dark' states). A simpli®ed but very useful picture is that
emission of an independent outer electron can occur without the
simultaneous electronic reorganization of the ion core (Koopmans'
approximation). Partial photoionization probabilities can differ
drastically with respect to the molecular orbital nature of the neutral
electronic state. If a given electronic con®guration correlatesÐ
upon removal of the outermost electronÐto the electronic con®guration of the ground electronic state of the cation, then the
corresponding photoionization probability is much higher than if
it does not.
Time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES) has been
proposed as a technique for the study of ultrafast non-adiabatic
processes10±14 and spin±orbit coupling15 in isolated polyatomic
molecules. The TRPES method has been shown to provide details
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Dynamic processes at the molecular level occur on ultrafast time
scales and are often associated with structural as well as electronic
changes. These can in principle be studied by time-resolved
scattering1±3 and spectroscopic methods, respectively. In polyatomic molecules, however, excitation results in the rapid mixing
of vibrational and electronic motions, which induces both charge
redistribution and energy ¯ow in the molecule4,5. This `vibronic'
or `non-adiabatic' coupling is a key step in photochemical6 and
photobiological processes7 and underlies many of the concepts of
molecular electronics8, but it obscures the notion of distinct and
readily observable vibrational and electronic states. Here we
report time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy measurements
that distinguish vibrational dynamics from the coupled electronic
population dynamics, associated with the photo-induced internal
conversion, in a linear unsaturated hydrocarbon chain. The
vibrational resolution of our photoelectron spectra allows for a
direct observation of the underlying nuclear dynamics, demonstrating that it is possible to obtain detailed insights into ultrafast
non-adiabatic processes.

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation (BOA), an adiabatic
separation of electronic from nuclear motions, has the pivotal
role in de®ning the potential energy surface and thus permits a
mechanistic picture of molecular dynamics. The breakdown of the
BOA is due to the motions of the atoms near the intersections of
52
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Figure 1 Molecular orbital con®gurations and photoionization correlations in all-trans
2,4,6,8 decatetraene, DT. The optically coupled S2 (excitation at 4.3 eV shown by straight
solid arrow) state is a singly excited con®guration, whereas the lower-lying optically
forbidden S1 (3.6 eV) state is composed of both singly and doubly excited con®gurations.
The curved solid arrow indicates non-adiabatic coupling in the excited state. On removal
of the highest-lying electron, S2 correlates with the D0 cation ground-state con®guration
with an ionization potential (I.P.) of 7.3 eV, whereas S1 correlates predominantly with the
D1 cation excited-state con®gurations at 8.5 eV. it is therefore expected, assuming a
single active electron, that the photoionization electronic channel should switch from
D0  e 2 to D1  e 2 during the S2 ! S1 internal conversion. The dashed arrows
indicate the most probable ionization channels.
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